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2018 Honda CR-V The Sporty SUV Honda - seek out the road less traveled in the 2018 Honda CR-V this compact SUV offers stylish trim options, impressive specs and top-rated safety features, owner's manual 2016 Honda CR-V Honda Owners Site - view and print online owner's manuals for your 2016 Honda CR-V plus detailed technical information covering operation maintenance, Honda CR-V Review Edmunds - when the original Honda CR-V debuted in the late 1990s, its mission was simple offer a distinct alternative to more mainstream mid and full-size large SUVs with its car-based design, economical four-cylinder engine and sedan-like ride and handling. The CR-V was an instant hit priced competitively, 2013 Honda CR-V Pricing for Sale Edmunds - Honda CR-V is already known for its efficiency and utility, and the 2015 CR-V enhances those qualities. The refreshed 2015 Honda CR-V gets a new engine and transmission aimed at further improving efficiency plus new safety comfort and convenience features if you're shopping for a top shelf. 2018 Honda CR-V Reviews and Rating Motor Trend - new for 2018 the Honda CR-V did not receive any significant changes for the 2018 model year. Vehicle summary: the CR-V is Honda's compact crossover slotting above the subcompact HR-V and below the three-row Pilot in size and price. The CR-V has a higher starting price than the accord sedan and civic hatchback overview the base LX model for the 2018 Honda CR-V is powered by a 2.4-liter, Honda CR-V Accessories Parts Cardi - com - the Honda CR-V is a compact SUV that premiered for the 1996 model year. The CR-V represents Honda's first crack at producing an SUV and when it first hit the American soil, it was projected to go head to head with the Subaru Forester, Apple CarPlay Integration 2018 Honda CR-V Honda - watch tutorials about your 2018 Honda CR-V Apple CarPlay integration including videos and tips designed to improve safety and performance. 2013 Honda CR-V Reviews and Rating Motor Trend - vehicle overview the Honda CR-V is a compact crossover segment staple and entered its fourth generation in 2012. All CR-V models utilize a 2.4-liter 4 producing 185 hp and 163 lb-ft of torque and send power through a five-speed automatic transmission to the front or all four wheels if the available real-time all-wheel drive option is selected. 2019 Honda HR-V The Crossover SUV Honda - the 2019 Honda HR-V will point you toward adventure with distinct exterior lines and great interior features. This subcompact SUV is comfortable and cool. 2012 Honda CR-V Overview CarGurus - the good - the 4th generation Honda CR-V debuts for 2012 with a full redesign including a new exterior look improved horsepower and fuel economy a new automatic fold down rear seat and a number of cutting edge tech features such as Pandora streaming radio and a voice oriented text messaging function. 2010 Honda CR-V EX Amazon Com - manufacturer's report date 01.06.11 component electrical system summary Honda is recalling certain model year 2010 Honda Accord and CR-V vehicles there is a potential failure with the engine wiring harness connector which may cause intermittent spark firing or the engine to stall. 2010 Honda CR-V Parts and Accessories Amazon Com - the Honda CR-V solidly in the compact SUV category was the best-selling SUV in the United States in 2008 for 2010 Honda felt it was time for a number of small but important changes. Planet Honda New Used Honda Sales in Union NJ - welcome to Planet Honda in Union NJ if you're looking for a new kind of dealership where buying a car is fun turn to Planet Honda in Union NJ
